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For a finite dimensional algebra A over an infinite field K , the subspace
Ž . Ž .semigroup S A consists of all subspaces of A with operation VW lin VW .K
Ž .We describe the structure of S A , showing in particular that, similarly to any
Ž .algebraic linear semigroup, S A is strongly -regular; we describe its regular
elements and regular T-classes. As the key intermediate step, for an arbitrary
Ž .connected algebraic monoid M, we study the semigroup C M consisting of all
irreducible closed subsets with operation X  Y XY, and we transfer the informa-
Ž . Ž . Ž .tion to S A via the natural onto homomorphism C A  S A . With potential
applications in mind, our primary focus in this paper is on the case of the full
Ž .matrix algebra AM K .  2000 Academic Pressn
1. INTRODUCTION
Throughout the paper K is a field. For a finite dimensional K-algebra
Ž .A, by S A we denote the set of all K-subspaces of A endowed with the
Ž . Ž .operation VW lin VW . It is clear that S A is a semigroup. We callK
it the subspace semigroup of the algebra A. Our primary focus is on the
Ž .case AM K of n n matrices over K. Then this construction can ben
Ž .viewed as a natural analogue of the multiplicative semigroup M K . Then
1 Supported by KBN Research Grant 2P03A 003 12, Poland.
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latter is quite well understood and leads to interesting and deep relations
Ž .  with combinatorics and representation theory of GL K ; cf. 7, 10 . Whilen
Ž Ž ..the structure of S M K is of interest on its own, one of our motivationsn
is to create a new context for developing geometric tools in the study of
 representation theory of finite dimensional algebras; cf. 2 . On the other
Ž Ž ..hand, dealing with the case of S M F , one can focus on combinatorialn q
aspects and linear representation theory for a new promising class of finite
Ž .monoids, analogous to the case of MM F and, more generally, of then q
  Ž Ž ..intriguing class of finite reductive monoids 9, 10 . Note also that S M Kn
 has arisen recently in the context of discrete dynamical systems, 6 .
Ž Ž ..Our main aim is to describe the structure of S S M K , and ton
Ž .relate it to the structure of M K . As the key intermediate step we firstn
Ž Ž ..study the closed set semigroup CC M K consisting of all closedn
Ž .irreducible subsets of M K subject to the operation X  Y XY, wheren
Ž .Z denotes the Zariski closure of a subset ZM K . The advantage ofn
dealing first with C , rather than S , is that the methods of algebraic
geometry can be used. The main properties of S are then derived using
the natural onto homomorphism : C S that maps every XC to its
Ž .linear span lin X . It turns out also that the structure of C is ‘‘smoother’’K
Ž Ž .than that of S . Namely, certain natural invariants rank and d-value d X ;
.see Section 2 lose their nice properties after passing from C to S .
We start in Section 2 with a more general framework of a closure
Ž .semigroup C M for any connected linear monoid M defined over an
 algebraically closed field K ; cf. 8 . The main results are Theorem 2.4 and
Ž .Proposition 2.2. It is shown that C M has a finite ideal chain with each
Žfactor either nilpotent or regular even more: a 0-disjoint union of its
. Ž .completely 0-simple ideals . In particular, C M is strongly -regular; that
Ž .is, a power of every element lies in a subgroup of C M . Note that one of
Ž .the crucial properties of algebraic  Zariski closed linear semigroups is
that they are of this type. Moreover, a description of regular elements of
Ž .C M is obtained. Further, the set of regular T-classes and the T-order on
this set are completely characterized in terms of certain connected alge-
braic groups associated to M.
In Section 3, we apply the obtained results to the case where M A is a
finite dimensional K-algebra. This is done via the natural homomorphism
Ž . Ž . Ž .: C A  S A . It is shown that every regular T-class of S A is a
Ž .homomorphic image of a T-class of C A . In particular, this allows us to
Ž .classify regular T-classes of S A . In this context, the role of basic
Ž .algebras is explained and the T-relation in S A is interpreted in terms of
Morita equivalence of algebras. The main ingredients of our structure
Ž .theorem for S A are then extended to the case of a finite-dimensional
algebra A over an arbitrary field K.
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 We refer to 5, 8 for basic algebraic geometry and general results on
algebraic groups and linear algebraic semigroups. Throughout the paper H,
 R, L , and T will stand for Green’s relations 4 .
2. CLOSURE SEMIGROUPS
Let M be a connected linear algebraic monoid defined over an alge-
 braically closed field K ; cf. 8 . This means that M is an irreducible
algebraic affine variety with the product map being a morphism of vari-
eties. Let G denote the unit group of M. As a basic example, consider
Ž . Ž .MM K and GGL K for any n 1. If XM, letn n
E X  e X  e2 e . 4Ž .
Ž . Ž .For e E M , let G e denote the unit group of the monoid eMe. By the
Ž .closure monoid of M we mean the set C M of all closed irreducible
nonempty subsets of M with multiplication
X  YXY,
where Z stands for the closure of ZM. We note that M is a submonoid
Ž .of C M . It is well known that M is strongly -regular. We wish to show
Ž .that C M is strongly -regular.
 By 8, Theorem 3.15 , M is isomorphic to a closed submonoid of some
Ž . Ž .M K , n 1. Let aM K . If the characteristic polynomial of a isn n
Ž . Ž .x	   x	  , let1 n
 a    Ž . Ým i i1 m
i , . . . , i1 m
Ž .m Ž .for m 0, 1, . . . , n. Since 	1  a is a coefficient of the characteristicm
Ž . Ž .polynomial,  : M K  K is a morphism. Let  a denote the rank ofm n
a. Let
M  aM K   a  r . 4Ž . Ž .r n
Ž . Ž . Ž .Now  a 
 r if and only if all the r 1  r 1 minors of a are zero.
Hence
M M  Mr 0 r
Ž .is a closed irreducible subset of M K . Since M is open in M , M isn r r r
Ž .itself an irreducible variety not affine if r 0, n . Let
2E  E M  eM  e  e,  e  1 .Ž . Ž . 4r r r r
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Ž .  Then E is a closed irreducible subset of M K ; see 8, Proposition 5.8 .r n
Let
U  aM  a2M . 4r r r
Then U is a non-empty open subset of M and hence an irreducibler r
variety. Let aU . Then the characteristic polynomial of a isr
x n  x n	1  nn	 r ,1 r
with
i
  	1  a , i 1, . . . , r ,   0.Ž . Ž .i i r
Ž .Then in the H-class of a in M Kn
	1
	1 r	1 r	2a  a   a   .Ž .1 r	1r
Hence the map a a	1 is an automorphism of the variety U . Wer
therefore have a surjective morphism 	 : U  E given byr r r
	 a  aa	1 . 1Ž . Ž .r
Ž .Let J be a regular T-class of M. If e E J , then JGeG. Hence J is
Ž .open in GeG. In particular, J itself is an irreducible variety. E J is a
closed irreducible subset of M. Let
U J  a J  a2 J . 4Ž .
Ž . Ž .Then U J is a non-empty open subset of J and by 1 , we have an onto
morphism
	 : U J  E J . 2Ž . Ž . Ž .J
Ž . Ž .If e E J , then the H-class G e of e is closed in J. Since GeG J, all
Ž .H-classes of J are closed in J. Let C J denote the set of all closed
irreducible subsets of J with operation
X  Y XY J, 3Ž .
Ž .where the closure is in J. Then C J is a semigroup with zero, 0. We
Ž . 0call C J the closure semigroup of J. Clearly J is a subsemigroup of
Ž . Ž .C J . Let X be a non-zero element of C J . By an H-class of X we mean
a non-empty intersection of X with an H-class of J. The H-classes of X
are closed subsets but need not be irreducible.
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Ž .EXAMPLE 1. Let MM K and let J be the T-class consisting of2
x 0 3Ž . 4 Ž .rank 1 elements. Then for X  y x  0 C J , each H-class ofy 0
Ž .X has two elements if char K  2.
Ž .Let d X denote the minimum of the dimensions of the H-classes of X.
Ž .Let d 0  
. Then clearly
d X  Y  d X , d Y for X , YC J . 4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž .For 0 XC J , let V X denote the union of all H-classes of X with
Ž . Ž .dimension equal to d X . Let a V X . Since regular elements of M are
Ž .unit regular, for some gG, ag e E J . Consider the map
	 : XgU J g	1 E JŽ . Ž .Ž .
given by
	 x  	 xg .Ž . Ž .J
 By 5, Proposition 4.4 , the union of the H-classes of X in the domain of 	
Ž . Ž . Ž .having dimension d X forms an open set O. Since aO V X , V X
 is an open subset of X. Also by 5, Theorem 4.1 , every component of an
Ž .H-class of X has dimension at least d X .
Ž .LEMMA 2.1. Assume that X , X , X , X , X C J hae the same1 2 3 4 5
Ž .d-alue d 
. Let X X  X  X  X  X . If d X  d, then Y X  X1 2 3 4 5 2 3
Ž . X is a regular element of C J . Moreoer, there exists b J such that4
Y  b  Y Y.
Ž .Proof. Let V V X . Since V is open in X X X X X X , there1 2 3 4 5
exist a  X , i 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, such thati i
c a a a a a  V .1 2 3 4 5
Since M is unit regular, replacing X by X g and X by g	1 X for a3 3 4 4
Ž .suitable gG, we may assume that a  e E J . Let H denote the3
H-class of e in X . Then dim H d. Let L denote the H-class of c in X.3
Then dim L d. Now
a a Ha a  a a X a a  J L. 5Ž .1 2 4 5 1 2 3 4 5
Since X is irreducible, a a X a a  J also is irreducible and a dimen-3 1 2 3 4 5
sion argument yields a a X  J a a Ha a . This implies that H is1 2 3 1 2 4 5
irreducible and that dim H d. Let H  denote the H-class of a in X .2 2
Then, as above, H  is irreducible and dim H  d. Now H H is contained
in the H-class of a e in X  X . Again as above, H H has dimension d.2 2 3
For some gG, ga e e. So H, gH e are closed irreducible subsets of2
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gH H. It follows that
 H gH e gH H.
Then H gH e H HH, whence H is a connected group. LetŽ .
 4O  x X  a x 0, xe 02 2 1
 4O  x X  xa  0, ex 0 .4 4 5
Then O , O are open subsets of X , X , respectively, and a O ,2 4 2 4 2 2
a O . So4 4
YO X O  J . 6Ž .2 3 4
Let aO X O  J. Then a xX y for some xO , yO . Let H2 3 4 3 2 4 0
denote the H-class of a in Y. Then
a H a  a Ya  J L. 7Ž .1 0 5 1 5
Ž .Since Y is irreducible, arguing as in 5 , we get that H is irreducible and0
dim H  d. Comparing dimensions, we come to0
aH  xHy.0
Ž .Hence, in view of 6 ,
YO HO . 8Ž .2 4
Ž . Ž .Proceeding as in 5 , 7 , we conclude that
a O H a a H , HO a Ha a . 9Ž .1 2 1 2 4 5 4 5
There exist g , g G such that1 2
g a a e e, ea a g  e. 10Ž .1 1 2 4 5 2
Ž . Ž .By 9 , 10 ,
O HO a g g a O HO O HO . 11Ž .2 4 5 2 1 1 2 4 2 4
Ž . Ž .By 8 , 11 , Y  b  Y Y, where b a g g a  J. Therefore Y is regular5 2 1 1
Ž .in C J .
The following result provides more insight into the regular T-classes
Ž .of C J .
Ž .PROPOSITION 2.2. Let e E J . Then
Ž .1. Eery regular T-class of C J is completely 0-simple.
Ž .2. The non-zero regular T-classes of C J are in one-to-one correspon-
Ž .dence with the conjugacy classes of closed connected subgroups of G e .
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Ž .3. Let H , H be closed connected subgroups of G e . Let J , J denote1 2 1 2
Ž . 	1the T-classes of H and H in C J . Then J  J if and only if xH x H1 2 1 2 1 2
Ž .for some xG e .
Ž .4. Let H be a closed connected subgroup of G e . Then the H-class of
Ž . Ž . Ž .H in C J is isomorphic to the group N H H, where N H is theGŽ e. GŽ e.
Ž .normalizer of H in G e .
Ž .Proof. Let A be a non-zero idempotent in C J . Then in M, S A is
2a connected semigroup with S  S. Let f be a maximal idempotent in S.
 By 8, Theorem 5.10 , the Rees factor S SfS is a nil semigroup and so it is
Ž . Ž .nilpotent. Hence S SfS. In C M , S S  fSf  S. Thus ST fSf in C M .
Ž .So ATH in C J , where the unit group H of fSf is an idempotent. Since
all idempotents in J are conjugate, we may assume that f e.
Ž .Let H , H be closed connected subgroups of G e . Suppose there exist1 2
Ž .X, YC J such that X  H  YH . This implies that there exist x, y1 2
Ž . 	1G e such that xH yH . Then xyH and xH x H . It follows1 2 2 1 2
Ž . Ž .that H TH if and only if H , H are conjugate. This proves 2 and 3 .1 2 1 2
Ž .Suppose EC J is an idempotent such that E
H. Then E  HH
 E E implies that E fSf JH. Therefore E is a closed connected
Ž .subgroup of G e contained in H. Hence, by the above, H must be a
Ž .minimal idempotent in its T-class and 1 follows.
Ž . Ž .For 4 , we may assume that e 1 is the unity of M and that G e G.
Ž .Let H be a closed connected subgroup of G. Let XC J be such that
HH X. Then HX X, XH X and dim H dim X. Let g X. Then we
must also have
Hg X gH .
Ž . Ž . Ž .Hence gN H and XN H H. Therefore 4 follows.G G
Ž .Let d J  q. For 0
 d
 q, let
C C J  XC J  d X  d . 4Ž . Ž . Ž .d d
 4Let C  0 . Then we have idealsq1
 40 C C   C Cq1 q 0
Ž .of CC J . Let
C˜ CC , i 0, 1, . . . , q. 12Ž .i i i1
˜COROLLARY 2.3. The non-zero regular T-classes of C are not compara-i
˜ ˜ ˜ble. There exist ideals I, I of C withi
˜ ˜ ˜ 40  I I Ci
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such that
5˜1. I  0.
˜ ˜2. I I is regular; in fact it is a 0-disjoint union of its completely
0-simple ideals.
˜5 ˜3. C  I .i
˜Proof. That the regular T-classes of C are not comparable followsi
˜ ˜ ˜ ˜from Proposition 2.2. We can then let I consist of all XC with C X Ci i i
˜ ˜not containing a non-zero regular element. Clearly I is an ideal of C . Leti
˜ ˜ ˜I denote the union of I and the set of regular elements of C . Non-com-i
˜ ˜ ˜parability of the regular T-classes implies that C LC  L I for anyi i
˜ ˜ Ž .regular T-class L of C . So I is an ideal and, in view of Proposition 2.2, 2i
Ž . Ž .follows. Finally, 1 and 3 follow from Lemma 2.1.
 By 8, Theorem 3.28 , M has finitely many regular T-classes
J , J , . . . , J G1 2 m
and we may assume that
J  J implies r s.r s
Let I  and consider the ideals1
I  I  J  J1 1 1 1
...
 4I  I  aM  J MaM for i rr r	1 i
I  I  Jr r r
...
I  M .m
 By 8, Lemma 3.27 , each I is closed andr
I  I   I  I     I  M .1 1 2 2 m
Clearly
I I  J 0 , r 1, . . . , mr r r
0  if we define J  J . Also each I I is nil and hence by 7,1 1 r1 r
Proposition 2.14 ,
I N  I  , r 1, . . . , m	 1, 13Ž .r1 r
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n nŽ . Ž .where NŁ . Correspondingly, we have ideals of C M defined asjj1
I  XC M  X I 4Ž .r r
 I  XC M  X X I . 4Ž .r r
Ž .Then by 13 ,
I N  I  . 14Ž .r1 r
Let X I , X I . Then X J  andr r r
X I  X J .r r
As X is irreducible, we get X X J . It follows thatr
I I C J . 15Ž . Ž .r r r
THEOREM 2.4. Let M be a connected monoid. Then
Ž .1. C M has a finite chain of ideals with each factor being regular or
nilpotent. Moreoer, each regular factor is a 0-disjoint union of its completely
0-simple ideals.
Ž . Ž .2. Let XC M . Then X is regular if and only if there exist e E M ,
gG, a closed irreducible set B of idempotents in the L-class of e with
e B, a closed irreducible set C of idempotents in the R-class of e with
Ž .e C, and a closed connected subgroup H of G e such that
X B  H  Cg .
In such a case X  g	1e  X X. Moreoer, if X is an idempotent, then g, H
can be chosen so that g	1eH X and X  e  X X.
Ž . Ž . Ž .Proof. 1 follows from 14 , 15 and from Corollary 2.3. So we prove
Ž . Ž .2 . There exist idempotents E, F in C M such that
E RX L F . 16Ž .
Ž . Ž . Ž .Then E EeE, F FfF for some e, f E M . By 14 , 15 , and Proposi-
Ž . 	1tion 2.2, eEe and fFf are conjugate, say eEe h fFf h , hG. Then
	1 	1 Ž . 	1we may replace X by Xh , F by hFh , and fFf by h fFf h . So we
may assume that e f and eEe fFf. Now
X RE REe L eEe eFe L Fe RF .
It follows that XHEe  eF. Let H denote the unit group of eEe. By 8,
 Ž . Ž . Ž .Theorem 6.16 , G e  eC e , where C e is the centralizer of e in G.G G
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Ž . Ž .So by Proposition 2.2, there exists g C e such that egN H andG GŽ e.
X Ee  geEe  eF
 Ee  geFe  eF
 Ee  geF Ee  eFg , 17Ž .
where F gFg	1. Now Ee, eF are connected semigroups. Let J , J1 2
  Ž .denote the respective T-classes of e. By 8, Proposition 5.8 , B E J ,1
Ž .C E J are irreducible sets. Now J  BH, J HC. Since J is open2 1 2 1
in Ee and J is open in eF, we see that2
Ee BH, eF  HC.
It follows that X B  H  Cg.
If X is an idempotent, then we can choose E F X, so that H X.
Ž . Ž . 	1Then eg ege XG e H by 17 . So also g eH, as it is the
Ž . 	1inverse of eg in G e . Hence X  e  X Xg e  e  X X and X  e  X
X follows.
Conversely, if X B  H  Cg, then
X  g	1e  X B  H  Ce  B  H  Cg
 B  H  e  B  H  Cg
 B  H  e  H  Cg
 B  H  Cg X .
This completes the proof.
Ž .The following is now a direct consequence of 1 in the theorem above.
Ž .COROLLARY 2.5. C M is a strongly -regular monoid.
It is known that the number of regular T-classes of a strongly -regular
Ž . nsubsemigroup M of M K does not exceed 2 , while the nilpotencyn
n nŽ . indices of nil factors of any ideal chain of M are bounded by Ł 7,jj1
Theorem 3.5, Proposition 2.14 . Therefore, there is a bound, depending on
n only, on the length of the chain obtained in Theorem 2.4 and on the
Ž .indices of its nilpotent factors. So, the structure of C M is somewhat
similar to that of M, the first difference being that the regular factors of
our finite ideal chain can be very ‘‘wide,’’ while they are completely
0-simple in the case of M.
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3. SUBSPACE SEMIGROUPS
Let A be a finite dimensional K-algebra with a unity. As before, we
assume that K is algebraically closed, if not stated otherwise. Then A is a
Ž . Ž . Ž .connected monoid and the map : C A  S A defined by  X 
Ž . Ž .lin X is an onto homomorphism because X lin X . Hence, theK K
following is an immediate consequence of Theorem 2.4.
Ž .COROLLARY 3.1. C A has a finite ideal chain with each factor either a
nilpotent semigroup or a 0-disjoint union of completely 0-simple semigroups.
Ž .In particular, C A is strongly -regular.
Ž .Our first aim is to show that, in contrast to the monoid M K , then
Ž Ž .. Ž .subspace monoid S M K is not regular, if n 2. For V S A definen
  4V  a A  VaV V .
Ž . Ž .LEMMA 3.2. Let V S A . Then V is a regular element of S A if and
only if VVV V.
Proof. If V is regular, then VWVW for a subspace W of A.
Hence VV V V in this case. The converse is clear.
EXAMPLE 2. Let
a bV  S M K .Ž .Ž .2ž /a b c
So V is described by the equation x  x  x . Suppose that VwV V11 12 21
x yŽ . Ž .for some wM K . Let w . Hence2 u z
a b a b w  V for every   ,    V .  ž / ž /a b c a  b c
Substituting a 1, b c 0 and a c 0, b 1, we get x 0. Sub-
stituting b 1, a c 0 and a b 0, c 1, we get z 0. Next,
conditions a b 0, c 1, and a 1, b c 0 lead to u z 0,
whence u 0. Finally, if b 1, a c 0, and b 1, a c 0, then
z u y, so that y 0. It follows that w 0. Therefore V 0, whence
Ž Ž ..V is not regular in S M K .2
Ž .LEMMA 3.3. Let J be a regular T-class of S A . Then there exists a
Ž .  Ž .unique minimal with respect to the T-order T-class J of C A such that
Ž .  Ž . J  J. Moreoer J is a regular T-class and  J  J.
 Ž  .Proof. A minimal regular T-class J satisfying  J  J exists since
Ž .C A has no infinite chains of regular T-classes by Corollary 3.1. We will
 Ž . Ž .say that J is minimal over J. If  x  J for some xC A , then for
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Ž . Ž . Ž .IC A x C A we must have J  I . It follows easily that I contains a
 Ž .regular element. This implies that J is a minimal T-class of C A
Ž .satisfying  J  J.
2 Ž . Ž .Let e e   J  J. Since C A is strongly -regular, there exists
	1Ž .x  e which lies in a maximal subgroup H of T. Then  maps H
Ž . Ž .into the maximal subgroup G S A containing e, whence  f  e for
Ž .the unity f of H. Next, we claim that  H G. Let gG. Then there
Ž . Ž . Ž . exists hC A such that  h  g. Thus  fhf  ege g. But fhf J
because fhf is in the ideal generated by J  and J  is minimal over J.
  Ž .Therefore fhf J  fJ fH. Consequently, g  H , as desired.
Ž . Ž . Ž . Let x S A be such that x R J in S A . Then x Re for some
 2 Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž .e  e   C A and  a  x for some aC A . By the above, there
  Ž . exists an idempotent f  J such that  f  e . Then
 a  x e x  f   a   f aŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .
   Ž .so by the minimality of J over J it follows that f a J . Hence x  J .
Ž .Similarly, one shows that every element of S A that is L-related to an
Ž . Ž .element of  J is contained in  J . As J is a regular T-class, it follows
Ž .that  J  J.
  Ž .It remains to show that J is unique. If J is another T-class of C A
Ž   . Ž . Ž  .which is minimal over J, then  J J   J  J  JJ J. Clearly, this
contradicts the minimality of J .
In the case described in Lemma 3.3 we will say that the T-class J  of
Ž .C A covers J.
By a basic algebra of an algebra A we mean any subalgebra B of the
form B eAe, e e2 A, such that the image of B under every homo-
morphism of A onto a simple algebra is a division ring. If A has a unity,
such B is unique up to isomorphism. We call e a basic idempotent of A.
Ž .Let AM K . Choose a basic idempotent e A. Then the algebran
Ž . Ž . Ž .A Ae A is nilpotent because we must have Ae A  J A  A,
Ž .where J A denotes the radical of A. Therefore, if A, treated as an
Ž Ž ..element of S M K , is an idempotent, then A Ae A. It is clear thatn
Ž Ž ..Ae A RAe, Ae A L eA, eA LA, and Ae RA in S M K . Thereforen
Ž Ž ..every T-class of S M K contains a basic algebra.n
Ž .COROLLARY 3.4. Let F S A be a basic algebra. If J is in the T-class
Ž .  Ž .  Ž .of F in S A and J is the coer of J in C A , then F J in C A .
Ž .Proof. Since F is an idempotent in S A , there exists an idempotent
 Ž .X J such that  X  F. By Proposition 2.2 X  e  X X for an
Ž . Ž .idempotent e X. So F lin X implies lin FeF  F. Since F isK K
basic, it follows that e is the unity of F. So X eXe. Now F  X F
 implies in view of X J that F J .
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Ž .It is easy to see that two regular T-classes I, J of S A satisfy I
 J if
  Ž .and only if their covers satisfy I 
 J in C A . Hence, the results of
Section 2 provide us with a description of the order on regular T-classes of
Ž .S A .
Using Theorem 2.4 we are now able to derive a more readable criterion
Ž . Ž .for regularity of elements of S A . By U A we denote the unit group of
the algebra A.
Ž . Ž .PROPOSITION 3.5. Let V S A . Then V is a regular element of S A if
Ž .and only if there exists xU A such that W Vx is of the form
W E B C BC ,
where E is a subalgebra of A with a unity e, and B, C are subspaces such that
EC C, BE B, and Ce 0, eB 0.
Proof. If V is of this form, then
Vxe eVx E B  E C  Vx.Ž . Ž .
Therefore Vx is a regular element with inverse Ke. So V also is regular.
Conversely, assume that V is regular. By Theorem 2.4 and Lemma 3.3
Ž . 	1 	1there exists gU A and an idempotent eW Vg such that Vg e
Ž . Ž . S A is an idempotent and We eWW. Hence eW e eW We
eWW. Similarly, WeW and so eWeWeW. Now WWe eW
implies that
W eWe eW 1	 e  1	 e We 1	 e W 1	 eŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .as vector spaces and 1	 e We eW 1	 e  1	 e W 1	 e . Since eWe
is an algebra with unity e, the assertion follows.
Next, we discuss a connection with the Morita equivalence of unitary
algebras.
Ž .THEOREM 3.6. Assume that A, BM K are subalgebras with unities.n
Then
Ž Ž ..1. if ATB in S M K , then A, B are Morita equialent;n
2. if A, B are Morita equialent, then ATA BTB for any basic
subalgebras A, B of A, B, respectiely.
Proof. Suppose ATB. Then A  VBW for some V, W 
Ž Ž .. 2 2S M K . Since A  A, B  B, we may assume that V AVB andn
W BW A. Then
A A A VBW A VW .
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Next,
WVWVW AVWV ,
Ž Ž ..so that WV is an idempotent in S M K . Moreover WV J, then
T-class of A, and it follows that WV L B, WV RB. Hence WVH B. As
 WV is an idempotent, we must have WV B. From 3, 12.7, 12.13 , it
follows that A, B are Morita equivalent.
Assume now that A, B are Morita equivalent. We have seen before that
ATA and BTB for any basic subalgebras A, B of A, B. Then A, B are
 Ž .Morita equivalent. Now A  eM B e for some r 1 and an idempotentr
Ž . Ž Ž . Ž .. Ž .  eM B such that lin M B eM B M B ; see 1, 22.7 . So, bothr r r r
  Ž .A and B are isomorphic to basic subalgebras of M B . Thereforer
 A  B .
Ž .We note that isomorphic subalgebras of M K are not necessarily inn
Ž Ž ..the same T-class of S M K . For example, consider the algebra ofn
Ž .scalar matrices in M K and any other one-dimensional diagonal subalge-n
Ž .bra of M K .n
Due to the results of Section 2, one can say more in the case of basic
algebras.
Ž .COROLLARY 3.7. Let E, F S A be two basic algebras which are in the
same T-class J. Then E, F are conjugate in A. Therefore, the regular T-classes
Ž .of S A are in one-to-one correspondence with the conjugacy classes of basic
Ž Ž ..algebras contained in A. In particular, S M K has infinitely many regularn
T-classes if n 4.
 Ž .Proof. Let J be the T-class of C A that covers J. From Corollary 3.4
 Ž .we know that E, F J . As every two T-related idempotents in C A are
Žconjugate whenever each of them has a unity element see Proposition 2.2
.and its proof , it follows that E, F are conjugate in A.
Since there are infinitely many isomorphism classes of basic algebras of
any given dimension d 4, the second assertion follows.
Ž .An element B S A is an idempotent if and only if BB B; that
is, B is an idempotent subalgebra of A. Two idempotents B, C satisfy
Ž .B
 C where 
 is the natural order on the set of idempotents if
BC CB B. Consider a chain
A  A    A1 2 k
Ž .of idempotents in S A . Let e e be a basic idempotent of A . Thenk k
Ž .lin A eA  A , so that for every i, j
 k we havek k k
lin A eA  lin A A eA A  lin A A A  A .Ž . Ž . Ž .i j i k k j i k j mini , j4
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Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Hence eA e  eA e  eA e and eA e  eA e  eA e eA e i i i i i1 i i1
Ž .eA e . Thereforei
eA e
 eA e
  
 eA e1 2 k
Ž Ž ..is a chain of idempotents of S M K . Moreover eA eTA becausen i i
Ž .A  A  eA e  A . Since A  A , we must have eA e eA e.i i i i i i1 i i1
Note that eA e A  A  A  A . Now choose a basic idempo-i k i k i
Ž .Ž .tent e for the algebra eA e. Then e eA e eA e eA e k	1 k	1 k	1 k k	1 k
eA e and similarly eA ee  eA e. Hence e A e k	1 k k	1 k	1 k	1 k	1 k	1
Ž .e eA e e . Therefore, one can continue to obtain a sequencek	1 k k	1
e A e , e A e , . . . , e A e1 1 1 2 2 2 k k k
Ž .of idempotents of S A such that each B  e A e is a basic subalgebrai i i i
of A with a unity e , e 
  
 e and B  e B e . So, studying chainsi i 1 k i i i1 i
Ž .of idempotents in S A reduces to chains of basic subalgebras of A of the
above type.
Clearly, the one dimensional subspace I spanned by the identity matrix
Ž Ž ..is the unity of S M K . If VW I, then every nonzero product w,n
with   V, wW, is in I, whence V contains an invertible matrix  .
Then W I implies that V and W are one dimensional. Therefore, the
Ž Ž .. Ž .unit group of S M K consists of spaces Kg, where gGL K .n n
Ž . Ž Ž ..While M K is unit regular, the regular elements of S M K inn n
general are not necessarily unit regular.
EXAMPLE 3. Let
a 0 0 d 0 0
V and W0 a b 0 d 0ž / ž /c 0 0 0 0 0
Ž Ž ..be elements of S M K . Then VWV V, so that V is a regular3
Ž Ž ..element of S M K .3
Suppose V is unit regular; that is, Vg VKg is an idempotent for
Ž . Ž .some gGL K . For a matrix xM K let x , x , x be the subse-n 3 1 2 3
quent rows of x. Then we get
Vg  lin g , Vg  lin g , g , and Vg  lin g . 18Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 2 31 2 3 1
 T  TIf a 1, b c 0, we get g , g , 0  Vg, where y , y , y denotes1 2 1 2 3
the matrix with rows y , y , y . Similarly, a b 0, c 1 leads to1 2 3
 T  T0, 0, g  Vg and a c 0, b 1 leads to 0, g , 0  Vg. Write g 1 3 2
Ž . ,  ,  . Then
T T   g , g , 0 g , g , 0   g   g .Ž .1 2 1 2 1 22
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Ž .Since Vg is an idempotent, from 18 it follows that  0. Similarly,
T T   g , g , 0 0, 0, g   gŽ .1 2 1 12
Ž   .leads to  0. Let g   ,  ,  . Then3
T T     0, g , 0 g , g , 0   g   gŽ .3 1 2 1 22
implies that   0, while
T T    0, g , 0 0, 0, g   gŽ .3 1 12
 Ž . Ž  .implies   0. Therefore g  0,  , 0 and g  0,  , 0 , which contra-2 3
dicts the fact that g is an invertible matrix. Hence V is not a unit regular
Ž Ž ..element of S M K .3
Ž Ž ..We show, however, that every regular T-class J of S M K containsn
many unit regular elements. Let A be any basic algebra such that A J.
 Ž Ž ..Let V RA. By Corollary 3.4, A J in C M K . Hence, if Xn
Ž Ž .. Ž .C M K is such that X RA and  X  V, then choosing e as the unityn
of A in the proof of Theorem 2.4, we get VKgeV V for some
Ž .g GL K . Since AV V, we have V eV. Then VKgVn
VKgeV V. Therefore V is unit regular. It follows that the R-class of
Ž Ž ..A in S M K consists of unit regular elements. The same is true of then
L-class of A.
Ž Ž .. Ž .Let  : S M K M F be a homomorphism of semigroups, wheren r
	1Ž .F is a field, n 2, and r 1. Suppose that  0  0. The subsemigroup
Ž Ž ..of S M K consisting of all one dimensional subspaces is naturallyn
Ž .   isomorphic to M K K . By an argument as in 7, Example, p. 97 , onen
shows that the latter does not admit a linear representation of this type.
 This contradiction answers a question asked in 6 in negative.
Ž Ž ..We conclude with a simple example of a T-class of S M K which isn
 Ž .4not of the form gAh  g, hGL K for an idempotent A.n
EXAMPLE 4. Let
a 0A  S S M KŽ .Ž .2ž /0 0
and let J be the T-class of A. If VAW 0 for some V, W S , then
Ž .Ž . Ž .VAW Ve eW for the unity e of A. Hence either VeM K e or2
Ž .there exists gG such that gVe A. Similarly, either eW eM K or2
 4  4eWh A for some hG. It follows that J V AW  V, W S  0 .
Moreover
JG AGG eM K M K G M K , 4Ž . Ž . Ž .2 2 2
where G is the unit group of S .
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4. ALGEBRAS OVER AN ARBITRARY FIELD
Our final aim is to extend the assertions of Section 2 to the semigroup
Ž .S A for any algebra A over an arbitrary field K. If K is finite, then
Ž . Ž . Ž .clearly C A  A and : C A  S A is not an onto map. However,
Ž .S A is finite. Therefore, we will assume that K is infinite, and in this
case every subspace is an irreducible closed set. If A has no unity, then we
write A1 for the algebra obtained by adjoining a unity element to A.
1Otherwise, A  A. Write A A K , where K is the algebraic closureK
Ž .of K. If V S A , then the closure V of V in A is the solution set of the
system of equations describing V. Therefore, it is a K-subspace and
V V K.K
PROPOSITION 4.1. Assume that A is an algebra oer a field K and let
Ž .V S A . Then
Ž . Ž .1. If V is regular in S A then V is regular in S A . In particular,
Ž .S A is a strongly -regular semigroup.
Ž . Ž .2. If V is regular in S A , then lin VxV  VKxV V for someK
Ž 1. 2x ge, where gU A and e e  Vx.
Proof. First assume that A is an algebra with a unity. We know that
 lin VV V  lin VV V  V , 19Ž . Ž .Ž .K K
  4where V  a A  VaV V . Let w V . Then wÝ w for some 
 4w  Aa , where a   A is a basis of K over K. If  ,   V then   1 2
 w   w    w a	1  aŽ .Ý Ý1 2 1  2 1   2 
 
	1Ž .and  w  V V K. As a are K-independent, we get  w a 1 2 K  1   2
    V A V for every  A. Therefore V  V  K , where V  aK K K
4 Ž . A  VxV V . From 19 it follows that
 V K lin V V  K V  lin VV V  K ,Ž .Ž .Ž .K K K K
Ž  . Ž .whence lin VV V  V. So V is a regular element of S A .K K
Ž . Ž . Ž .The mapping  : S A  S A given by  V  V is an injective
Ž .homomorphism. By Theorem 2.4, S A has a finite ideal chain with each
factor either nilpotent or a 0-disjoint union of completely 0-simple ideals.
But a regular subsemigroup of a completely 0-simple semigroup is a
0-disjoint union of its completely 0-simple ideals. Hence, by the first part
Ž .of the proof, S A also has an ideal chain of this type, whence it is
strongly -regular.
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Ž .Assume now that A is a K-algebra without unity. Clearly S A is an
Ž 1. Ž . Ž .ideal of S A . Therefore S A also is strongly -regular. This proves 1 .
Ž . Ž .Let V S A be a regular element. In order to prove 2 we may
assume that A has a unity element. Clearly, V is a regular element of
Ž .S A . From Theorem 2.4 it follows that VKyV V for some y A.
Fix a K-basis e , . . . , e of A such that   e , . . . ,   e is a basis of V.1 n 1 1 d d
n 2For xÝ x e  A, x  K , let A be the n d matrix, whosei1 i i i x
columns are the coordinate vectors of  x , i, j 1, . . . , d, in a fixedi j
order. So the entries of A are K-linear combinations of x , . . . , x . Thenx 1 n
Ž . A  d is a ‘‘closed condition,’’ as it can be expressed by saying that allx
 Ž . 4d d minors of A are zero. Let X x A   A  d . Supposex x
V   X . T h e nK
   Ž . 4 Ž .V  V  X z A   A  d . But y V satisfies  A  d, aK z y
 Ž .contradiction. Therefore, there exists x V  X. This means that  Ax
 d, whence VKxV V. Let e Vx be a basic idempotent of the
idempotent algebra Vx. Then VKxeV V as Vxe is an idempotent
Ž .R-related to V in S A . Moreover e Vxe, so xe e for some   V,
Ž .and xe L e in the monoid A. Then xe he for some hU A . As above,
Ž .it follows easily that xe ge for some gU A .
It is now clear that, because of Proposition 4.1, all results and comments
of Section 2 remain valid for algebras over any infinite field K.
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